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Abstract—In the current protocol stack for Internet of
Things in general and wireless sensor network in particular,
many devices rely on the ContikiMAC protocol at their MAC
layer. This protocol is widely used and enabled by default for
several industrial environments and time sensitive monitoring
and control applications. However, few work exists regarding
the performance of this protocol because it lacks of an
underlying theoretical model for analysing its performance.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach relying on process
mining technique that aims to obtain a Markov chain model
for networks running the ContikiMAC protocol. In particular,
we present a comprehensive specification of the protocol and
a Markov chain model obtained through the analysis and
instrumentation of its reference implementation. We used the
obtained Markov chain to analyze and estimate the end to end
delay distribution for a multi-hops transmission with static
routing. The approach can also be extended to a wide range
of protocols.
Keywords-MAC Protocols; Markov chain; Process Mining;
Network performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Understanding the behavior and limitation of wireless
sensor networks is important for estimating their performance metrics such as end to end delay, throughput, energy
consumption, etc. Consequently, modelling the behavior of
the networks becomes essential for estimating these metrics
and further take decisions for improving the network performance. A lot of research work has been done to model
the network through different methods, including analytical
modelling and simulation based analysis. Due to its high
dynamic nature, wireless sensor networks present a number
of challenges which do not exist, or exist in rather different
forms, in traditional wired networks. Therefore, modelling
the behavior of such networks is challenging and not a
straightforward task. Normally, proposed models abstract the
reality in order to simplify the analysis and thus they are not
accurate enough for estimating the performance parameters.
Let’s just take the example of the widely spread standard
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol [1]. In [12], authors present a
Markovian model from which a set of performance results
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were obtained. However, a queue of size one was considered
on each node, which does not represent the reality. A more
complete model for this protocol was proposed by Misic
et al. in [11] where many aspects of the protocol such as
duty cycle and finite buffer size were considered and nodes
were modeled as a M/G/1/K queue system. However, the
model lacks of a realistic radio channel model and capture
effect model. Besides, the extension of the analysis to more
complex multi-hop transmissions is not feasible.
Many other analytic models have been proposed in the
literature in order to model the behavior of other duty cycled
wireless sensor network MAC protocols such as S-MAC
[18] , X-MAC [3] . Those models catch some main features
of the protocols to give asymptotic performance trends in
function of traffic load, allowing generally a qualitative
rather than quantitative comparison of protocols. However,
when one is interested by evaluating the performance of
a network running a protocol, but not a protocol itself,
it is still very difficult, to not say impossible, to apply
those existing models. One of the reasons is that most of
those models don’t include neither network-related parameters (e.g. actual channel model, capture effect) nor actual
implementation details (OS and implementation limits and
optimizations). Otherwise the model would be too complex to be analytically resolvable. This difficulty is more
stringent when considering multi-hop networks since the
input flow to the forwarders is generally unknown and not
necessarily Markovian. There exists only few work dealing
with multi-hop network performance analysis. Two wellknown alternative ways are simulations and testbed or field
measurements. There are many tools for simulating wireless
sensor networks but it is still difficult to take into account
some network and implementation details (e.g. capture effect
and the impact of OS). Measurements on actual networks
can effectively capture all the features, but it is difficult to
draw general conclusions since they are carried out for a
particular case. Moreover some performance parameters are
hard to be measured in practice.
In this paper we propose a novel approach for modelling the network behavior. Our approach combines the
measurement-based and analytic approaches. Differently

from the existing performance measurement methods which
directly focus on the performance metrics, we first instrument the protocol code and record the protocol execution
trace on network nodes (rather than sniffer’s traffic trace) to
capture both implementation details and network physical
parameters. Considering that the approach requires a protocol execution to generate the log files one can ask why do not
directly measure the performance from the execution output.
The answer to this question is that we are interested in
finding a Markov model for modelling the protocol behavior
that will allow us to estimate the probability distribution
of the e2e delay. A measuring approach will give us the
average e2e delay and would require a lot of executions
and samples in order to estimate the probability distribution.
In the second step, we use the process mining approach
to extract a Markov chain that more accurately models the
network behavior. This Markov model can then be used to
further evaluate the performance parameters such as delays
of the network. Of course the extracted Markov chain model
is traffic dependent. Nevertheless, a useful practice may be
to generate traces for several scenarios with different traffic
patterns (e.g. light, medium and heavy traffic) and network
conditions, allowing to extract more general conclusions of
the protocol behavior. Finally for computing the end-to-end
delays in a large scale multi-hop transmission scenario, this
approach allows to bypassing the difficulty of modelling the
input flows of the forwarders (generally not Poisson arrivals),
by directly using the Markov chain of those nodes.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as
follows.
•

•

•

•

We show how to make novel use of Processing Mining technique to extract Markov chains from protocol
execution traces.
Our approach is an alternative way for modelling the
network that encompass phenomenons not taken into
account by existing theoretical models.
Performance metrics such as end to end delay can be
computed from the extracted Markov chain, a not trivial
issue when considering multi-hop transmissions.
Even though ContikiMAC protocol [8] is widely spread
nowadays, it lacks an underlying theoretical model to
lean on. We present a comprehensive Markov model
for modelling the ContikiMAC protocol (version 2.6).

In this work we focus on the network MAC layer for obtaining a comprehensive Markov model of a widely spreaded
MAC protocol. Our approach can be extended to a wide
range of protocols and different topologies. In a previous
work [5], we have applied our approach to the standard
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol obtaining a comprehensive
Markov chain model that allowed us to estimate the e2e
delay distribution for a multi-hop transmission scenario. The
reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents main related existing work on analytic modelling of

duty-cycled MAC protocols. Section III gives a background
of the ContikiMAC protocol, as well as the process mining
approach. Our combined measurement-analytic methodology is presented in Section IV. Samples of results are
presented and discussed in Section V. Finally Section VI
gives concluding remarks and outlines future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we only focus on the review of the
main analytic models of MAC protocols for wireless sensor
networks. Most of them are developed for the standard IEEE
802.15.4 MAC protocol. Only a few work can be found
for other MAC protocols such as S-MAC and X-MAC.
As wireless sensor networks should now provide not only
energy efficiency, but also good performance, the latency
issues of MAC protocols become critical for delay sensitive
applications. A survey on latency issues of duty-cycled MAC
protocols is provided in [7]. Authors provided expressions
for both one-hop and end-to-end delay. Although they can
be used to estimate the protocol efficiency in terms of delay,
these expressions for the one-hop delay do not consider
the queuing delay, which is an important component that
impacts in the whole end-to-end delay. Besides, expressions
for the end-to-end delay assumes there is a single traffic in
the network, limiting thus its practical use.
As far as MAC protocol is concerned, the existing models
focus on the single node behavior. Most of the proposed
solutions for IEEE 802.15.4 are based on Bianchi’s Markov
model [2], initially developed for IEEE 802.11 standard.
This model have been extended for modelling the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC protocol under different assumptions. In [12],
authors proposed a Markov chain approach for modelling
the slotted version of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol and
give performance results in terms of service time and delay
for successful packet transmission. The contributions of this
work are a Markov chain model for the IEEE 802.15.4 mac
protocol including explicitly retry limits, acknowledgement
mechanism and unsaturated traffic conditions. From this
model they derived the discrete probability distribution of
the packet delay. However, the validation of theoretical
results was done by means of Monte Carlo simulations
and not in a real environment. We have shown in [6] that
non negligible issues arise when considering the real world
platform that may affect the estimation done by theoretical
models. Another limitation of this approach is that it does
not consider the fact of having a packet queue on each node.
Actually, the queue capacity on each node is fixed to one
packet. The model does not consider duty-cycle. Therefore,
this model is not suitable for modelling a real scenario where
packets arriving from the upper layers or even from neighbor
nodes must be stored and delayed if the current node is busy.
Misic et al. [11] proposed a Markov chain model for
the standard IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol considering a
M/G/1/K system queue model and superframe with both

active/only and active/inactive duty-cycle periods for a star
topology (one hop). Expressions for the access delay, probability distribution of the packet service time as well as
probability distribution of the queue length are presented.
The limitation of this model is that all results were obtained
for 1- transmission where a device sends a packet to a
coordinator and waits for the acknowledgement. Even considering a M/G/1/K queue system for the first node, taking
into account that the output distribution of a M/G/1/K
is not Markov, it is not possible to extend the proposed
model for multi-hop transmissions by chaining M/G/1/K
queue system. Instead, a M/G/1/K → G/G/1/K →
G/G/1/K · · · G/G/1/K queue system must be considered.
However, modelling this kind of queuing systems is not
straightforward. As in Park model, results are not validated
by a real experimental environment.
All the above-mentioned work only deals with single hop
case, so they cannot be readily used for evaluating multi-hop
networks. [17] is one of the rare work dealing with multihop transmissions. A more general framework is proposed
for including both channel, MAC and routing characteristics in the analysis. By considering the TinyOS default
CSMA/CA MAC protocol (similar to IEEE802.15.4), each
node is modeled by a Geom/PH/1/M queue. The e2e delay
distribution is obtained and compared to both simulations
and measurements. This is the most achieved work. Its
extension for dealing with dynamic duty-cycled MAC protocol is, however, not obvious. Authors in [16], propose a
system that can automatically infer a protocol state machine
from real-world traces. However, their approach is based
on network traces where normally no information regarding
the underlying MAC protocol behavior is present. Besides,
the suitability of this approach for estimating performance
parameters such as e2e delay is not clear since the output
of the system is a state machine where no information
concerning the sejourn time on each state is available.
Finally, authors in [9] developed a theoretical framework to
estimate the end-to-end delay in a networked system using
frequency-domain modelling and analysis where they shown
that their approach is more scalable and allows analysis of
compositional networked systems. In this paper, we apply
this methodology to compute the e2e delay.
III. BACKGROUND
A. ContikiMAC
ContikiMAC is a radio duty cycling protocol that uses
periodical wake-ups to listen for packet transmissions. If
the packet transmission is detected during a wake-up, the
receiver is kept on to be able to receive the packet. Receiver
sends then the corresponding acknowledgement. To transmit a packet the sender repeatedly sends its packet until
it receives the corresponding acknowledgement. Broadcast
packets are sent during the full wake-up interval and do not
result in link-layer acknowledgement.

ContikiMAC has a power-efficient wake-up mechanism that
relies on precise timing between transmissions. Figure 1
shows how timing is conceived in ContikiMAC where:

Figure 1: ContikiMAC transmission and CCA timing.
ti is the interval between transmissions.
tr is the CCA interval.
• tc the interval between each CCA.
• ta the time between receiving a packet and sending the
corresponding acknowledgement.
• td the time for successfully detecting the acknowledgement.
• tl the maximum packet length.
• ts the shortest packet length. It must satisfy that ts >
tr + tc + tr
• tx the packet size. It must satisfy that ts < tx < tl
Timing in ContikiMAC must satisfy the following constraint:
•
•

ta + td < ti < tc < tc + 2tr < ts .
ContikiMAC has also a mechanism called fast sleep which
allows receivers to go sleep earlier if the CCA woke up due
to spurious radio noise. This happens if:
• CCA detects activity but the activity is longer than tl .
• radio activity is followed by a silence period longer
than ti .
• the activity period is followed by a silence period of
the correct length followed by activity but no start of
packet is detected.
B. Process Mining
Process mining has been widely applied in lots of fields
and is an analysis method to construct models automatically
through analysing the event logs. It can be considered as
a branch of data mining. Traditional data mining methods
aim at forecasting system behaviors while process mining
at constructing whole process models. Mining algorithms
are a key aspect in process mining. Many algorithms has
been proposed in order to construct process model from
event log files. Van der Aalst [13] proposes the α and β
algorithms for discovering a workflow model based on Petri
nets and developed the ProM mining tool [14]. Authors in
[10] propose a method with derivation and statistics which
uses Stochastic Task Graphs as the intermediate to obtain
a workflow model. In [15], authors propose a sequence
clustering algorithm for processes with high diversity of

behavior. The algorithm consists in dividing the log into
clusters in order to analyse reduced sets of cases and
find a Markov chain model for constructing the process
model. The algorithm was implemented as a plugin in ProM.
In this work we make use of this algorithm in order to
obtain a Markov chain for modelling the network behavior.
Given a set of clusters ck , the algorithm starts by randomly
initializing the state transition probabilities. The second step
is to assign each sequence to the cluster that can produce the
higher probability (see [15] for the probability expression).
New transition probabilities are computed for each cluster
and then the algorithm repeat the assignment of sequences to
cluster until the cluster models do not change. In our case we
consider only one cluster composed by a set of sequences,
each of them consisting of states and transitions of the MAC
protocol state machine. Therefore, the algorithm is reduced
to find the frequences of transitions between states within
the set of sequences.

states (backoff, sensing, transmitting, ack received, etc.) and
transition between them. All these states should be taken
from the corresponding protocol specification. In our case,
we have created the corresponding Contiki flow diagram
from the specification of the protocol as shown in Figure
3 to identify both states and transitions.

IV. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section we introduce the design and implementation of our process mining approach. The process mining
tool used in this work is the ProM data mining tool version
5.2. As we said before, we focus our attention on the
network MAC layer so the analysis done here studies the
underlying mac protocol of the network. However, and since
the process mining takes in consideration the network traces,
the approach can be easily extended to cover the whole
network behavior. In Figure 2 we can see a flow diagram
showing the steps to follow in order to obtain the Markov
chain model from the protocol traces. In the next subsections
we describe each of the components of the flow diagram.

Figure 2: Step by step flow diagram of the analysis and
modelling process.
A. Protocol Specification and States Identification
The first and one of the most important step in this process
is the protocol specification and states identification. Each
protocol has a specification from where we can obtain the
main aspects of it. Usually, a flow diagram showing the main
states and transitions between them is provided. Based on
the specification of this protocol we can identify the main

Figure 3: ContikiMAC flow diagram.
B. Code Instrumentation and Log File Generation
Once we have identified each state and transitions in the
protocol the next step is to generate the log files in such a
way that all states and transitions previously identified are
present in the protocol execution output (log file). In order

to generate the log file it would be necessary to identify
each state in the protocol implementation so that each state
will appear in the protocol execution and therefore in the
generated log file. In this way, the procedure consists in
printing a line each time a change from one state to another
is found during the execution. Since the Contiki code is
written in C, is enough to add a printf command in the
code whenever a new state is reached by the execution. In
this way, we will obtain a trace log from the execution where
each state should be present and transitions are represented
by the previous and next state of the current state, that is to
say, if state X is followed by state Z and preceded by state
Y in the log file, then we have both Y → X and X → Z
transitions. We also keep track of the timestamp in order to
estimate the sejourn time spent on each state.
C. Model Extraction and End to End Delay Computation
1) Conversion Module: The propose of this module is
to explain the conversion process, that is to say, how to
extract a Markov chain model from the protocol execution
code. The obtained log file give us the information regarding
the states and transitions between states within the protocol
execution. The log file can be grouped in a set of sequences,
each one delimited by an initial state and a final state. The
initial state is unique and is asociated to the moment a packet
arrives to the node and is added to the node’s queue. The
final states may be two: when a packet is acknowledged or
when a packet is discarded due to a transmission failed. In
this way, we can see the log file as a set of sequences. An
example of a sequence in a log file is shown in Figure 4.
Then, the approach consists in processing each sequences

Figure 4: A sequence in a log file.

frequencies will give us the probability of transition between
a particular state to another one allowing also to generate a
Markov chain model. This procedure is done by means of
a process mining tool (ProM), concretely by the sequence
clustering algorithm detailed before. The ProM tool needs a
specific file format in order to generate the Markov chain.
Then, this module will translate the network event log file
into a readable MXML file that would be consumed by
the process mining tool identifying the set of sequences
previously mentioned. Therefore, it would receive the event
log file as the input and after processing it sequentially it
will translate it in MXML format.
2) Events Mining and Model Extraction: The environment in which this work is based is the ProM process mining
tool version 5.2. The output of the parsing step done by
the Conversion module provides us the input for the ProM
tool which is the event log file in MXML format. We make
use of the sequence clustering technique in order to find a
Markov chain model from the event log file since it can be
considered as a sequence of states. An implementation of
this algorithm is provided by ProM. Then, we are able to
find the Markov chain model by loading the MXML file
generated by the Conversion module and applying to it the
sequence clustering algorithm.
3) End to End Delay Computation Module: Finally, we
implement the Performance Computation module which will
compute the end to end delay between the source and
the destination node. In order to estimate this performance
parameter we make use of the approach presented in [9]
taking the obtained Markov chain as the input. The Markov
chain will give us the information of the transitions between states of the protocol together with the corresponding
transition probabilities. Then, is it possible to compute the
Probability Transition Matrix P . From P and the Laplace
transform of the sejourn time distribution on each state we
are able to compute the Adjacency Matrix A defined in
[9]. Once obtained A, we proceed to compute the vector
~ r representing the delay distribution in frequency domain
A
i,d
of all connected paths of length r, r = {1, 2, 3, ...}, from
state i to destination d. Then, the e2e delay distribution in
time domain can be found by means of the Inverse Laplace
~ r for r = {1, 2, 3, ...},
Transform and the set of vectors A
i,d
as we will see in next section.
V. R ESULTS & D ISCUSSIONS
A. Scenario Configuration

identifying the states (CCA, SLEEP, etc) within it and the
transition between the states in the sequence. A transition
from a particular state S is determined by the next state in
the sequence. The idea is to determine the number of times
(frequency) a transition from one state to another appears
in the whole set of sequences. Therefore, after finishing
processing the sequences we would have a set of frequencies
of transitions from each state to the other ones. This set of

In order to carry out the experimentation we have set
a testbed with TelosB motes. We consider an in-tandem
topology as seen in Figure 5. We have chosen a small
example in order to ilustrate our methodology. However,
it can be easily extended to more complex scenarios. The
distance between device-router and router-coordinator is set
to one meter. Both device and router have a queue length of
four packets. Packets are generated at the device as unicast

packets and are sent to the router which will then forward
them to the coordinator. We set three scenarios by varying
the Poisson arrival rate to the device: 1, 2 and 10 packets
per second. The packet size is set to 77 bytes (60 bytes of
payload + 17 bytes of header) and the queue length on each
node was set to four packets. Both router and coordinator
send the corresponding acknowledgement once receiving a
packet from device and router respectively.

Figure 5: Scenario setup using TelosB nodes.
B. Resulting Markov chain
In order to obtain the Markov chain model we apply
the methodology described in previous section to the concerned nodes in the network. We proceed then to obtain
both device and router logs and by applying the procedure
described before we get the corresponding Markov chain
model for each node in the path. Due to the lack of space
and the dimensions of the Markov chains, we give the
reference [4] to each of them. However, in order to give
a description, we present the Markov chain obtained for
the device for the scenario λ = 1, which is shown in
Figure 6. Here, the square blocks represent the sequence
CCA1→SLEEP→CCA2→SLEEP→ · · · →CCA6→SLEEP
→SENDING. A dotted line between two states S1 and Sn
in a block means that all transitions between intermediate
states are equals to 1. Otherwise, if some of the transitions
are lower than 1 (meaning that there is a transition to the
CHANNEL BUSY state), then we show the state together
with the transition probabilities to the next states. For the
Markov chains shown in [4], two subscripts were added to
each state in order to represent the number of collisions and
number of times the channel was found busy. Then, each
state in the Markov chain has the STATE k l format where k
represents the current number of collisions and l the number
of times the channel was found busy. For instance, being in
state CCA2 0 0, if the channel was found busy then we
increment the variable l and the Markov chain moves to the
CHANNEL BUSY 0 1 to retry the channel assessment.
C. End to End Delay Estimation
Now it is time to estimate the e2e delay in two hops
from devices to the coordinator. As we explained before,
based on the obtained Markov chain model and the transition
probabilities between each state we are able to compute the
Probability Transition Matrix P . From P and the estimation
of the sejourn time distribution ei on each state of the
Markov chain we compute the Adjacency Matrix A as

Figure 6: Obtained Markov chain: single device.
follows

0
0

A = .
 ..
0

p12 e1
0
..
.
0

0
p23 e2
0
0

···
···
..
.
···


0
0

.. 
.
0

(1)

where ei represents the Laplace transform of the sejourn
time distribution on state i and pij the transition probability
from state i to j taken from P . To find ei , we compute the
empirical average sejourn time γi obtained by analysing the
traces of the protocol. Then, we make the assumption that
the sejourn time on state i follows a negative exponential
distribution of parameter γi . Therefore, the Laplace transform of the sejourn time distribution is
γi
ei =
(2)
γi + s
~r
Once obtained A, we proceed to compute the vector A
i,d
representing the delay distribution of all connected paths of
length r, r = {1, 2, 3, ...}, from state i to destination d (ACK
RECEIVED) which is computed as follows:
~ ri,d = A · A
~ r−1
A
i,d

(3)

~ 1 is the vector containing the delay distribution in
where A
i,d
one-hop from state i to the destination. This vector is a non
null vector since there is always one or more states directly
connected to the destination state. Being s the source state

(PACKET ARRIVAL), when we look at Ars,d we find the
delay distribution in r hops from source to destination. Then,
the whole delay distribution in the frequency domain can be
computed as follows:
X
Df −dom =
Ars,d
(4)
r=1

The first order derivative of 4 evaluated in s = 0 will give us
the average delay d¯ of the Markov chain. This procedure is
applied for both router and device Markov chains obtaining
d¯device and d¯router . Then, the average e2e delay from device
to coordinator is the sum of these values
D̄e2e = d¯device + d¯router

(5)

The whole e2e delay distribution in frequency domain is the
product of 4 for both device and router
De2e(f −dom) = Df −dom (Dev) × Df −dom (Rout)

(6)

Finally, the whole e2e delay distribution in time domain can
be computed as follows
De2e(t−dom) = InverseLaplaceTransform(De2e(f −dom) )

(7)

Table I shows the comparision between the measured e2e
delay and the one computed by the Performance Computation Module for the three defined scenarios.
λ
1 p/sec
2 p/sec
10 p/sec

Empirical
Device
0.11
0.166
0.235

Av. Delay (sec)
Router
e2e
0.125
0.236
0.266
0.432
0.38
0.615

Computed Av. Delay (sec)
Device
Router
e2e
0.12
0.13
0.25
0.181
0.264
0.44
0.241
0.383
0.62

Table I: Empirical and computed e2e average delay.

λ
1 p/sec
2 p/sec
10 p/sec

% Packet dropped
Device
Router
0
0
5
13.7
10.5
52.7

Table II: Buffer drop rate.
Results show that for the three scenarios the computed
e2e delay is almost the same as the one measured from the
traces of the protocol showing the suitability of the approach
for estimating the e2e delay. Figure 7 shows the e2e delay
distribution for the three scenarios. As we can see, as the
arrival rate increases the e2e delay also increases. This is
due to the fact that for low traffic rate (λ = 1 packets per
second), the queuing delay is almost nonexistent. On the
other hand, when considering an arrival rate of λ = 10
packets per second, the e2e delay increases due to the
queuing delay since packets arrive at a high rate and must
be stored in the buffer until the packet currently in process
is sent to the next hop. To ilustrate this we can take a look at
Table II where we show the percentage of packets dropped
due to the fact that the buffer was full. As we can see, for
λ = 1 there are no dropped packets meaning that each time

Figure 7: Probability density function of e2e delay for packet
arrival rate λ = 1, 2, 10 p/s.

a packet arrived to the buffer, either it was empty or with
enough capacity to store it. Then, the queuing delay in this
scenario has a low impact in the whole e2e delay. On the
other hand, when considering λ = 10 packets per second,
we can see that 10% and 53% of packets were dropped at
the device and router respectively. That means that, at some
moments during the execution of the protocol, both buffers
were full and thus the device queueing delay in this case
is not negligible and will impact in the whole e2e delay, as
seen in Figure 7.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS & F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we have presented an approach for extracting empirical Markov chain models from network protocol
traces by means of process mining techniques. An empirical
Markov chain model was obtained for ContikiMAC mac
protocol. The contributions of our work can be enumerated
as follows:
• We are able to obtain a Markov chain model from any
protocol by analysing the protocol output (traces). Since
this is an empirical approach we think that the obtained
model is more realistic and accurate for representing the
exact behavior of the protocol with regard to the theoretical models (as the one proposed in [11]) since we
are considering all the events that may arise during the
execution of the protocol. Then, this model encompass
phenomenons such as capture effect and also the issues
introduced by the underlying operating system which
are not negligible and have an impact in the protocol’s
execution, as we have shown in [6]. This issues are
not taken into account in theoretical models leading to
wrong estimations of the performance parameters.
• The obtained Markov chain together with the sejourn
time on each state allowed us to define the matrix A. By
~ r for
means of A we can compute the set of vectors A
i,d

r = {2, 3, 4....}, and then we were able to estimate the
e2e delay from source to destination. We have mentioned that, in general, existing mathematical models
are conceived for a star topology where delay and other
performance parameters are found for the case of 1hop transmission and the extension to include multihop transmissions is not trivial. With our approach
we overcome this problem by proposing a way for
estimating the e2e delay for a multi-hop transmission
scenario.
• Contrarily to the standard IEEE 802.15.4 mac protocol, and in spite of the spread of the ContikiMAC
protocol, no theoretical model exists in the literature
for modelling this protocol. Therefore, we contribute
to the literature by presenting a comprehensive Markov
model for ContikiMAC [4]. We were also able to obtain
a more specific description of the protocol. From its
specification we were able to obtain a conceptual model
by identifying the states and transitions from one state
to another to best understand how protocol works. This
approach can also be extended for many other protocols
which have not been yet deeply studied.
The approach is suitable for analysing high dynamic protocols. However, it is imperative to have the source code of
the protocol to be able to instrument it. As a future work,
we plan to extend the approach to some others not deeply
explored protocols such as iQueue-MAC [19] and to focus
our attention in the obtention of some other performance
parameters from the Markov chain model. We also expect
to set up a scenario by varying the distance between nodes
in order to show how our approach takes into consideration
the capture effect as well as to set up a scenario considering
dynamic routing such as RPL.
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